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Abstract
The Cypriot Maronite Arab community exemplifies how the loss of a land which functions as a vital space for a vernacular minority language spoken and protected within this space, can lead to drastic changes in communicative patterns and subsequently, to an acute language shift and complete language loss.

In this presentation I will focus on the following: (a) on the role that the loss of a land may play both for language use and for any efforts to revitalize a language that is severely endangered and on the verge of extinction, and (b) on the way land is perceived in relation to identity and how political and social changes might affect speakers’ perception of what they conceive as “their” land.
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Introduction
Cypriot Maronites are an indigenous minority community living in Cyprus since medieval times. Although they came to Cyprus—a predominantly Greek speaking island—as medieval immigrants on the footsteps of the Lusignan kings who established the Latin Kingdom of Cyprus as early as 1192, they were very soon acclimated and, despite historical upheavals and political tribulation that gradually affected their number and vitality as a community, they ended up considering the island as their new home (Hourani 1998).

The Cypriot Maronite Arab community has seen a dramatic shift in the use of its vernacular after they were expelled from their villages situated in the North West coastal area of Cyprus as a result of the Turkish invasion that took place in 1974. Maronites gradually left their villages between 1974 and 1980, not being able to live under conditions of restriction, reclusion and inactivity that were imposed upon them by the Turkish army and Turkish Cypriot administration.

Spoken in Kormakitis, the bigger and more important of Maronite villages, Cypriot Arabic or Sanna (‘our language’) is an indigenous form of Arabic that diverges from Classical as well as from other modern varieties of Arabic due to its early detachment from the Arabic speaking world, subsequent isolation and contact with Cypriot Greek (Borg 1985, 2004). Sanna has aligned its phonetic system and phonology with (Cypriot) Greek with the adoption of a five vowel system comparable to the Greek system, the collapse and complete loss of length distinctions for vowels and of emphasis for the Greek system, the collapse and complete loss of phonemes for vocalic distinctions, and, despite historical upheavals and political tribulation that gradually affected their number and vitality as a community, they ended up considering the island as their new home (Hourani 1998).

The Cypriot Maronite Arab community exemplifies how the loss of a land which functions as a vital space for a vernacular minority language spoken and protected within this space, can lead to drastic changes in communicative patterns and subsequently, to an acute language shift and complete language loss.

In this presentation I will focus on the following: (a) on the role that the loss of a land may play both for language use and for any efforts to revitalize a language that is severely endangered and on the verge of extinction, and (b) on the way land is perceived in relation to identity and how political and social changes might affect speakers’ perception of what they conceive as “their” land.
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Today, Sanna is a mother tongue to a number of elderly speakers mostly originating from Kormakitis. The approximate number of speakers—all degrees of competence considered—vary according to source from a low 900 to a high 1400 (Karyolemou 2010). Most of these native speakers age 55+ with the oldest being 100 years old. In the range of 40-55 years, those people who were born and raised in Kormakitis are still to be considered native speakers of the language. However, no speakers under the age of 40 have acquired the language natively, and competence, under the age of 30, is extremely limited, sometimes not even attaining passive knowledge of any degree. Language transmission was affected by the conditions of modern life as well as by the political events of 1974 when Maronites massively left their villages to be relocated in the south of the island. Maronite social networks opened up to the Greek speaking community they were increasingly interacting with, mixed marriages increased and intergenerational language transmission ceased. According to estimations provided by George Skordis (see Karyolemou 2009) of the NGO Xki Fi Sanna, in 2075, i.e. one hundred years after leaving their villages, there will be no Maronite speaking Sanna left.
The role of Sanna as a medium of communication has been quite restricted: used exclusively as a communal language for intra communication and as the language of intimacy and secrecy, it was never extended to other domains of use. It was specifically banned from schools where its use was regularly punished by Greek Cypriot or Greek speaking Maronite teachers who inflicted humiliating punishments to monolingual Maronite children who could not speak Greek anyway. Because it was excluded from formal and official communication, Sanna never developed a written form, although it was occasionally written with the Greek alphabet that the Maronites were more familiar with. And because traditionally not all Maronites spoke Sanna, but all retained their Catholic faith, religion primed over language as a common denominator among them.

**Cypriot Maronites as refugees: the consequences**

As refugees, the Cypriot Maronites (CMs) were relocated in various, mostly urban and suburban, areas in the South of the island, mainly in the capital city of Nicosia. This relocation had the following consequences:

(a) A transformation of the rural character of the community that both affected the socio-economic status of its members as well as communicative patterns and the use of the vernacular, leading to an acute language shift and loss within a generation of speakers.

(b) A change in the way CMs relate to the land. Historically, CMs have kept close knit connections with Lebanon which they consider as their homeland. However, the trauma of the loss of their villages after 1974, and especially of the village of Kormakitis where CA has always been spoken led to a reinforcement of their attachment to the Cypriot land that often overrides their devotion to Lebanon.

(c) A negative impact on any efforts to revitalize the language in situ. Despite the fact that Maronites can currently regularly visit Kormakitis and some of them are even allowed to permanently live there under conditions, the fact that the village lies outside the control of the government of Cyprus and is not freely accessed by the population as a whole, makes any revitalization efforts in situ difficult to implement and negatively impacts on the prospects of Sanna being used as a language of intra-communication within a protected space.

**From a rural to an urban community**

In the early 1970’s, a few years before the Turkish invasion, the great majority of CMs living in their villages were working as farmers and breeders. Following the Turkish invasion of 1974, they were forced to leave their villages and were relocated in the urban and suburban centres in the South of the island. The younger generations of CMs, especially those born and raised in the South of the island, did not follow their parents’ agricultural professions but rather became civil servants, teachers, doctors, lawyers etc. professions that are typical of the organization and management of urban life. The oral nature of the vernacular made it unsuitable for the communicative needs of an urbanized and technologically advanced society. The new conditions of life only reinforced the trend towards the abandonment of the variety, already observed in Kormakitis in the early 70s (Roth, 1973-75; Borg 1985).

Their eviction from a land that served for centuries as a legitimizing space for their language, as a nest where it was natural to use it on a daily basis, had severe consequences for communicative patterns. CMs integrated now in the Greek Cypriot society, could not use their vernacular on an everyday basis. The lack of provisions for a community based educational system and their enrolment into Greek Cypriot education increased the need for them to integrate quickly and as better as they could to the Greek speaking sphere. Even the creation of a primary public Maronite school in the capital Nicosia in 2002 did not seem to boost the enrolment of young Maronites, both because of the dispersal of families and of the lack of a community specific curriculum. The rise in the number of mixed marriages (9 out of 10 marriages are today with a non-Maronite spouse) had as a consequence the exclusion of the language from the family sphere, where it was previously mainly used and protected in favour of the more dynamic and useful pair Greek Cypriot/Standard Greek. Acute language loss has been observed since 1974 –Roth also reports that even before 1974, the language was struggling to survive (Roth 1973-75, 2004). As a consequence, people under the age of 40 are not to be considered neither as native nor as active speakers of the language (Karyolemon 2009, 2010, 2012).

**Maronites and the land**

In several recent studies focusing on the specificities of Maronite identity, land is reported to be an important attribute of Maronite identity. Tsoutsouki (2009: 206 & pas.), for instance argues that land (i.e. the attachment to the Maronite villages) is the most important common feature that defines the community as a whole after faith/religion and before language itself. Bielenberg (2010: 186-187) also counts land in second place after religion. According to Bielenberg, together with behavior (or lifestyle) they form a certain sense of community that distinguishes Maronites from other dominant or minority communities living on the island.

Historically speaking, CMs fled the Arabic conquest, migrating to Cyprus either directly from Antioch and other places in Syria or from Mount Lebanon where some of them found refuge during their retreat. Migration took place in successive waves between the 7th and 13th centuries. Although some researchers have recently argued that the vernacular spoken by CMs shows many more affinities with the Arabic of Syria and of some peripheral Arabic communities rather than with Lebanese
The belief that they are more closely affiliated to Lebanon influences CMs’ social conduct and life decisions: trips are regularly organised to Lebanon and some of them report that they have been visiting the country as much as fifteen times (Baidar & Karyolemou 2015); many among them have studied in Lebanese universities; regular contacts are established with Lebanese civic associations and with the Maronite clergy in Lebanon. The archbishop himself is a member of the Lebanese clergy; the first song ever written in the newly created writing system in 2011 bares the title “Ya Lubnan” (Oh Lebanon!] and praises the places, beauty and glorious past of Lebanon; news from Lebanon regularly occupy the columns of the Maronite press (Mion 2017). Finally, a number of community organisations use the Green Cedar (symbol of the Lebanese state) as their own emblem.

Old land, new land

Despite the fact that the association with Lebanon is quite popular (Baidar & Karyolemou 2015), recent developments that relate to the political situation of the island seem to create the necessary conditions for a re-investment of CM relation to the land. As it seems, the recent dramatic events caused by the Turkish invasion have blurred and even reversed their identification to the land, making the newly lost homeland in Cyprus as important for collective memory and self-definition as the mythical one lost when CMs allegedly left from Mount Lebanon. Hanatzia (2011) for instance, discusses how the Turkish invasion and the exel of CMs from their villages impacted on issues of identity and identification and argues that a new way to identify with land is also reflected in the way historical memory emerges through contemporary CM literary texts written in Greek (Hanatzia 2011: 64 and passim). The recent trauma of deprivation tends to create a new discourse on loss and memory where the Cypriot homeland reveals itself as important as—and sometimes as more important than—the mythical Lebanese affiliation (Tsoutsouki 2009; Mavratzas 2003). This new discourse is strongly influenced by the dogma “Δεν ξεχνώ” (“I don’t forget”) forged within the Greek Cypriot community in the aftermath of the Turkish invasion who were also massively displaced from the north to the south of the island, but also embraced by the members of the Maronite community. This dogma preaches the need to preserve the memory of the lost territories until a return to the original land is made possible, not forcibly as a result of combat and strife but as a result of a peaceful solution of the Cyprus problem. This new identification and the process by which the Cypriot home supersedes the mythical Lebanese one is driven by the political and practical obstacles that oppose an eventual return to the Maronite villages. According to Taylor (2009: 7) the impossibility of return can become the nursing force that assigns a new mythical dimension to the lost land. “The lost home”, she underlines, “may become the ‘mythic place of desire’ viewed from a distance, due to the undesired and often swift nature of departure and the impossibility of return”. This extreme attachment to the lost homes—“the myth of home” as Zetter (1999) calls it—is not a naturally occurring phenomenon unanimously observed in all the refugee communities; it is a social construct built up under specific social circumstances, sustained by specific social institutions, organisms and traditions (schools, educational system, political parties, religious groups, etc.) and nurtured by a strong ideological stance that remains uncontested and unchallenged (Malkki 1992). As a consequence and despite the fact that forty four years have elapsed since the Turkish invasion, many people today in Cyprus still declare that they are from such or such village situated in the northern regions of Cyprus under Turkish occupation although they were not born or raised there and even if they didn’t get the chance to visit this lost place of origin even once.

Balancing between here (Cyprus) and there (Lebanon) is very obvious in a video with the title “The third motherland” produced by Costas Constantinou and George Skordis in 2011. During this video, a group of CMs on a trip to Lebanon discuss their excitement and emotion on visiting a place they strongly identify with. However, several others give precedence to Kormakitis as their main place of reference, therefore setting the Cypriot host land over the Lebanese homeland: “...Kormakitis is something else”, says one of them, “This is something that must be said. We love Lebanon but we love Kormakitis more.” [11:14-11:36]. Another CM comments, in a rather cynical way, on the short
lasting and ephemeral effect of the identification with Lebanon as opposed to the more enduring and stable identification with Cyprus: “[when in Lebanon] I feel like home, […] I feel we are at home. But to be frank I feel better when I go to the stadium [in Cyprus] to watch my team, APOEL, play. This is where my real home is. Whatever we say here it is only words, we all say it…Sure. Here everybody comes and says ‘we are from Lebanon’, everybody becomes religious for three days and gets to know all the priests [34:28-34:54]”. In this passage, the internal identification (Cyprus) seems to take precedence over the external one (Lebanon) that appears here fluctuating. Some elements of this internal identification reflect local cultural references common to Greek Cypriots as well (for instance here the identification with a specific football team, APOEL), while others are proper to the Maronite community (the land, specifically Kormakitis).

Revitalization efforts and the land
In many cases of endangerment, an important factor for the success of revitalization efforts is demographic concentration and the existence of a geographical space within which the use of the endangered language is legitimized and can be protected. At the opposite, demographic dispersal and the absence of a clearly defined territory for an endangered language make revitalization efforts more difficult to implement. Sanna constitutes a special case: a geographical space where the use of Sanna is legitimized and could be protected does exist (Kormakitis), however, most of its speakers are not allowed into this space and those who regularly visit it do not live there permanently. Despite the fact that in June 2017, the Turkish Cypriot authorities announced facilitation measures to encourage Maronites to return to their villages, it is difficult to imagine that young Maronites, who as potential speakers represent after all the future of Sanna, would be persuaded to return to and live permanently in their villages, since opportunities for professional development and social advancement are not as promising as in the South of the island (Karyolemou forthcoming).

On the other hand, the government of Cyprus that has officially recognized the language and is bound and willing to take measures for its support and revitalization does not have control over this territory (the Turkish Cypriot authorities that control the area do not recognize Sanna whatsoever) and therefore cannot undertake or implement any sustainable long-term actions in favour of the language in Kormakitis. This situation frustrates a lot of CMs who would want to see Kormakitis become again a communicative nest for the language.

Despite the impossibility to invest financially or otherwise in a land that it recognizes as illegally occupied by the Turkish army, the government of Cyprus together with the Office of the Maronite Representative and Maronite NGO’s, organize, since August 2007, an Intensive Summer Course in Kormakitis where young members of the community can learn Sanna from native speakers of the language who are trained as teachers at the University of Cyprus. The Ministry of Education and Culture of Cyprus finances through the Office of the Maronite representative the camp that hosts every year 80-90 young Maronites 5-17 years old who have a unique chance to get immersed in Sanna, if only for a few days, since no natural inter-generational transmission is taking place any more (Karyolemou 2010, 2012). The organisation of this camp has also a positive psycholinguistic effect on the community itself as, for the first time, its vernacular is dignified as a language that merits to be taught and learned (Karyolemou forthcoming). The prospect of Sanna being revitalized, evidently does not depend on this week-long summer camp, neither does it rely on measures to document, standardized and teach the language that take place in the government control areas of Cyprus. It is strongly dependent upon the prospects for a political solution of the Cyprus problem that would make possible the free and unconditional return of the Maronites to their villages, especially to Kormakitis, where they would regain access to their life at the same time as hope for their language.
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